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Sr  
No  Question  Marks  Keyword(s)  

1  What   is   carbon-cycle?  3  Carbon   cycle  

2  Which   process   is   responsible   for   the   production   of   energy   in   the   sun?  1  Chain   reaction  

3  Why   is   it   difficult   to   sustain   a   chain   reaction?  1  Chain   reaction  

4  What   is   a   chain   reaction?   What   is   meant   by   critical   mass   in   a   chain  
reaction?  

2  Chain   reaction  

5  Why   is   U-235   suitable   for   maintaining   a   chain   reaction,   but   U-238   is   not  
suitable?  

2  Chain   reaction  

6  Explain   the   term   'chain   reaction'   with   a   suitable   example.  3  Chain   reaction  

7  State   the   differences   between   controlled   chain   reaction   and   uncontrolled  
chain   reaction.  

3  Chain   reaction  

8  What   are   thermal   neutrons?  1  Definition  

9  Nuclear   fusion   reaction   is   also   called   thermonuclear   reaction.   Explain   why.  1  Definition  

10  State   the   process   that   takes   place   when   a   slow   neutron   goes   sufficiently  
close   to   a   U-235   nucleus.  

1  Fission  

11  What   is   nuclear   fission?   State   one   equation   that   shows   this   phenomenon  2  Fission  

12  On   the   basis   of   binding   energy,   explain   why   energy   is   released   in   a   nuclear  
fission   process?  

3  Fission  

13  State   the   process   that   takes   place   when   a   neutron   goes   sufficiently   close   to  
a   proton?  

1  Fusion  

14  What   is   nuclear   fusion?   State   one   equation   that   shows   this   phenomenon.  2  Fusion  

15  How   is   energy   generated   in   stars?  2  Fusion  

16  What   is   nuclear   fusion?   Under   what   conditions   can   it   take   place?  3  Fusion  

17  Explain   the   function   of   a   moderator   in   a   nuclear   reactor.  2  Reactor  

18  What   is   the   function   of   heavy   water   in   a   nuclear   reactor?  2  Reactor  

19  What   is   the   difference   between   a   thermal   reactor   and   a   breeder   reactor?  2  Reactor  

20  State   functions   of   the   following   in   a   nuclear   reactor:   (i)   moderator,   (ii)  
coolant,   (iii)   control   rods.  

3  Reactor  

21  Explain   the   working   of   a   nuclear   reactor.  5  Reactor  

22  Draw   labelled   diagram   of   a   nuclear   reactor.   State   the   function   of   each   part.  5  Reactor  
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